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Active synchronization and modulation of fiber lasers with a graphene electro-optic modulator
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We report the synchronization of two actively Q-switched fiber lasers operating at 1.5 μm and 2 μm with a shared broadband graphene electro-optic modulator. Two graphene monolayer sheets separated with a high-κ HfO2 dielectric layer are configured to enable broadband light modulation. The graphene electro-optic modulator is shared by two optical fiber laser cavities (i.e., an erbium-doped fiber laser cavity and a thulium/holmium-codoped fiber laser cavity) to actively Q-switch the two lasers, resulting in stable synchronized pulses at 1.5 μm and 2 μm with a repetition rate ranging from 46 kHz to 56 kHz. © 2018 Optical Society of America
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Synchronized optical pulses at different wavelengths have attracted increasing research interest due to their great potential in applications such as Raman scattering spectroscopy [1] and nonlinear frequency conversion [2]. Pulse synchronization is typically classified to passive and active approaches. In the passive approach, a saturable absorber (SA) with broad operation bandwidth covering multiple laser wavelengths is used to enable self-modulation by positioning it in a common arm of the cavities [3–8]. For the active approach, an externally controlled optical modulator (e.g., electro-optic modulator) with wide operation bandwidth is needed. To achieve synchronized pulsed lasers, Q-switching and mode-locking technologies are commonly used [3–8]. Reference [5] introduced a passively synchronized mode-locking in erbium-doped fiber (EDF) and thulium-doped fiber lasers by incorporating a graphene SA in a common branch of two fiber ring cavities. Both laser loops were passively synchronized at 20.5025 MHz by nonlinear interaction between generated pulses. Despite that graphene has been extensively demonstrated as a broadband SA for multi-wavelength mode-locking [9–11], a precisely mechanical alignment is indispensable to match the fiber cavity length and to start the synchronization operation [5]. References [4,6] reported the formation of graphene SA Q-switched laser synchronization in solid-state and fiber cavities. It should be noted that the cavity length is not required to be strictly identical for pulse synchronization in Q-switching, as the pulse repetition rates are strongly dependent on the Q-factor dynamics. Therefore, pump power can be a dominant parameter for starting and breaking the Q-switching synchronization in these lasers [8]. In comparison with passively modulated lasers [4–8], synchronized lasers mode-locked or Q-switched with active modulators were barely explored. One of the possible reasons is lack of active devices having a broad operation bandwidth. For example, the operation bandwidth of conventionally used bulk electro-optic modulators is typically limited (e.g., ∼100 nm at the infrared spectral region [12]), which cannot cover the relatively large bandwidth between two typical technological wavelengths [e.g., >400 nm (between 1.5 and 2 μm)]. Therefore, developing novel active optical modulators with broadband response becomes a key solution to overcome the shortcomings of traditional bulk materials-based modulators.

Recently, graphene [13] and other two dimensional layered materials (e.g., MoS2 [14–16], black phosphorus [17–20]) have greatly attracted the research attention in active optoelectronic devices owing to their unique physical properties. One of the rapidly developed optoelectronic devices is graphene electro-optic modulators (GEOMs) [12,21], which have been demonstrated as a promising alternative to traditional bulk materials-based modulators due to their superior performance, such as broadband and ultrafast response, miniature footprint, and low power consumption [21]. These suggest GEOM an ideal platform for optical pulse generation in lasers through active modulation. In fact, a group of successful paradigms have been identified by using
graphene modulators as electrically controlled SAs [22–25] (i.e., active and passive hybrid laser modulation). However, it is challenging to directly generate active synchronization within these lasers because the saturable absorption effect plays dominant roles in the pulse formation process. Very recently, pulsed fiber lasers actively Q-switched and mode-locked by GEOMs were demonstrated [12,26].

In this Letter, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, we demonstrate actively synchronized Q-switching of two fiber lasers (at 1.5 μm and 2 μm) with a GEOM. The GEOM is configured with two monolayer graphene sheets isolated by a hafnium dioxide (HfO2) dielectric layer. Synchronized Q-switching is observed in two fiber laser cavities [i.e., EDF and thulium/holmium-codoped fiber (THDF) lasers] through inserting the GEOM in the common branch of the two fiber cavities. The two lasers can be converted from continuous wave (CW) to Q-switching operation simultaneously with synchronized oscillation. The synchronized Q-switching repetition rate ranges from 46 kHz to 56 kHz. Pulses with energy up to 130.2 nJ (86.7 nJ) and pulse duration down to 7.4 μs (9.6 μs) are obtained at 1561.3 nm (1900.8 nm) when the repetition rate is 46 kHz. In contrast with passively Q-switched operation where the pump power needs to be precisely controlled to start and maintain the synchronization, our graphene-based active modulation approach provides a simpler option to achieve broadband pulse synchronization.

A simplified schematic image of the GEOM is shown in Fig. 1(a). Two monolayer graphene sheets are parallelly aligned to form a capacitor configuration, which is isolated by a high-k HfO2 dielectric layer as follows: the graphene capacitor is supported by a quartz plate. Monolayer graphene prepared with chemical vapor deposition approach is wet transferred onto the quartz substrate. After, an evaporation-deposited titanium film. After the deposition, demonstrating that there is no obvious damage in graphene during ALD film deposition. Figure 1(c) depicts the measured voltage-dependent optical transmittance at 1550 nm. The GEOM presents a modulation depth of ~0.7%, with the applied voltage range from 0 V to 3.1 V. The inset of Fig. 1(c) shows a calculated Fermi level shift as a function of voltage, giving a 0.23 eV variation in the corresponding applied voltage range. Voltage-dependent optical transmittance at 2 μm is not obtainable because of the lack of a highly stable light source (with power fluctuation <0.1%) in our laboratory. The dynamic electro-optical response of the GEOM is investigated using a radio frequency (RF) lock-in amplifier connected with a 22 GHz photodiode. The results [Fig. 1(d)] give a 3 dB bandwidth (f3 dB) of ~600 kHz.

Figure 2 illustrates the schematic of our actively synchronized Q-switched fiber laser. The broadband GEOM is used as an active Q-switch, which is placed in a common branch of two fiber cavities configured at 1.5 μm and 2 μm, respectively. A 1550/2000 nm wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) is selected to combine and split the light from the 1.5 μm and 2 μm cavities in and out from the common branch. Lenses L1 and L2 are fixed close to the common fiber end to assure effective beam coupling between optical fiber and the GEOM. The GEOM serves as an active switch to actively modulate the Q-factor of both laser cavities by externally applied signal. A gold-coated mirror with high reflection (>99%) in a wavelength range between 1500 nm and 2000 nm) is positioned at the focal point to feedback the light.
to fiber components. A 980/1550 nm WDM (WDM2 in Fig. 2) is connected to the 1550 nm port of WDM1. A segment of 1 m EDF is used as the gain medium at 1550 nm. A 980 nm laser diode is employed to pump the EDF through WDM2. After the EDF, a fiber in-line polarization controller is connected to adjust the birefringence of the cavity. A 90/10 coupler is used to provide reflection and output of the intracavity light with a closed loop. The 10% port is employed for output. In the 2 μm laser cavity, a section of 2 m THDF is used to provide gain for the laser, which is pumped with a 1570 nm homemade amplified fiber laser through a 1570/2000 nm WDM (WDM3 in Fig. 2). A PC and a 90/10 coupler at 2 μm are used to adjust the polarization state and output the intracavity light (via 10% port). The lengths of the two individual cavities are 7.3 m and 8.5 m (including the common branch of 1.3 m), respectively. An electric signal generator is employed to provide frequency and amplitude adjustable square wave signal to the GEOM device. The performance of the synchronously Q-switched lasers is characterized with a high-resolution optical spectrum analyzer (Anritsu, MS9740A), a frequency spectrum analyzer (Anritsu, MS2692A), a power meter (Ophir, Nova II), a broadband ultrafast photodetector, and a digital oscilloscope.

Oscillation status of the laser cavities is strongly dependent on a few parameters including pump power, signal voltage, and modulation frequency in the case that the GEOM device is used. Three laser regimes including CW, independent Q-switching, and synchronized Q-switching oscillations can be obtained according to the adjustment of the signal voltage and the pump power. In the first case, i.e., when the electric signal is not applied on the GEOM, only CW lasers at 1.5 μm and 2 μm are observed, which indicates that the graphene layers are not able to be saturated by the intracavity light (i.e., passive Q-switching operation cannot self-start). Figure 3 depicts the CW laser output power as a function of the pump power (red dots). Power conversion efficiencies are calculated as 13.75% and 3.5% for 1.5 μm and 2 μm, respectively.

When a square wave signal is applied on the GEOM device, active Q-switching can be initiated by tuning the modulation frequency. Both CW lasers can be turned from CW operation into the Q-switching state independently. It is noteworthy that the minimum and maximum output repetition rates (i.e., repetition rate range) of each Q-switched laser exhibit a strong power dependence. To quantify this, we investigate the relation between the minimum Q-switching repetition rate and the pump power. As shown in Fig. 3 (blue squares), the minimum repetition rate increases from 14 kHz (25 kHz) to 63 kHz (74 kHz) at different pump powers ranging from 12.7 mW (339 mW) to 87.1 mW (472 mW) at 1.5 μm (2 μm). It is then feasible to acquire Q-switched pulse synchronization between the two lasers via controlling the pump powers and the modulation frequency precisely. After a synchronized operation is started, the repetition rates of the two laser pulse trains are equivalent to the electric modulation frequency and can be simultaneously adjusted.

As a typical example, the two lasers synchronously Q-switch at a repetition rate of 46 kHz when the pump powers are set at 50.9 mW and 393 mW for 1.5 μm and 2 μm, respectively. Upon further increase of the modulation frequency, the pulse synchronization can sustain to a higher repetition rate of 56 kHz. Figure 4(a) presents a square wave signal and the synchronized Q-switching pulse trains corresponding to the minimum repetition rate of 46 kHz at ~1.5 μm and 2 μm, respectively, which gives the pulse durations of 7.4 μs and 9.6 μs. Figure 4(b) represents the measured output laser spectra of the synchronously Q-switched lasers. The lasers center at 1561.3 nm and 1900.8 nm, showing a full width at half-maximum of 0.5 nm and 1.5 nm, respectively.

The pulsed lasers exhibit a typical active Q-switching character. The output pulse energy and duration are both pump power dependent when the external modulation frequency is fixed. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that the pulse duration
In conclusion, we demonstrate synchronized Q-switched fiber lasers with a GEOM. A capacitive modulator configured with two monolayer graphene sheets is used to actively modulate the Q-factors of two laser cavities, respectively. In a typical synchronization operation, Q-switched laser repetition rate variation between 46 kHz and 56 kHz is observed when the pump powers are fixed to 50.9 mW and 393 mW corresponding to the laser wavelengths of 1561.3 nm and 1900.8 nm, respectively. Particularly, the pulse duration increases from 7.4 μs (9.6 μs) to 11.2 μs (11.9 μs), and the pulse energy reduces from 130.2 nJ (86.7 nJ) to 107 nJ (71.2 nJ) for the 1561.3 nm (1900.8 nm) laser. Our results identify graphene as a promising electro-optic material for actively modulated pulse generation over a broadband wavelength range via means of active modulation rather than passive absorption modulation.
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